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Ireland And The Making Of
The first meeting of the National Bioeconomy Forum took place on Friday. The National Bioeconomy Forum aims to promote, support and advocate for the sustainable development of the Bioeconomy in ...
'Significant opportunity' in Ireland's Bioeconomy
Because the Northern Ireland protocol in the Brexit agreement places the border between the UK and Ireland, in effect in the Irish Sea, businesses such as M&S face a nightmare of red tape.
The EU food fiasco: 720 pages of red tape, Pettifogging rules and how the wrong colour ink can condemn a lorry of food... all captured in one delivery of M&S curry to Ireland ...
The first Test takes place in Cape Town on Saturday evening, with Alun Wyn Jones leading the side, but it is Cowan-Dickie who can make the Lions tick, according to Habana.
Luke Cowan-Dickie is the 'heartbeat' of the British and Irish Lions pack, claims Bryan Habana
The next major step in the reopening of Ireland is coming up on Monday. Get the latest on lockdown - from pubs to holidays to jabs - by signing up to our FREE newsletter The next major step in the ...
Ireland's next stage of reopening - Micheal Martin and Leo Varadkar give clear indication of how the next two months will look
T here is a palpable sense of anticipation at the Apple Farm near Cahir in these weeks leading up to harvest time. With the bounty of 40,000 trees to pick, it is an annual period of well organised ...
Apple Farm puts community at the core of its business
The Irish Embassy in Japan have shared this great article with us to highlight how our countries are linked. Read on to learn about the many historical contributions Irish men and women have made to ...
Learn about the shared history of Ireland and Japan!
Inspired by the words of one of the National Trust founders, Octavia Hill — “the need for quiet, beauty and space” — the organisation is continuing its mission to connect people with nature this ...
Explore the beauty of Northern Ireland’s wildflower meadows
The Old Moore's Almanac has been responsible for predicting several major world events from the coronavirus pandemic, a global recession and Donald Trump losing the White House.
Old Irish Almanac that predicted scorching summer and string of other events has a few more predictions left
Call for nominations Do you know an Irish person living in Britain, USA, Canada, Australia, Mainland Europe or anywhere in the globe (outside Ireland itself) who has given special service to Ireland ...
Nominate an Irish Person Living abroad who has Given Special Service to IRELAND or the Irish community
Ben Fletcher’s Tokyo dream turned into a nightmare in February when he broke his leg in competition. The Irishman’s comeback to take his place at this year’s Games has stunned everyone.
‘Five months ago, I wondered if I’d walk again – now I’m at the Olympics’
Irish Independent rugby pundit Neil Francis has been sacked over comments he made on a podcast about England and Lions flyhalf Marcus Smith.
Irish rugby pundit Neil Francis sacked over Marcus Smith comments
Sean Dancer’s Ireland hockey squad will make history at 1.15pm on Saturday when they meet South Africa in their Tokyo Olympics opener ...
Ireland hockey team must improve in one area to challenge at Tokyo Olympics
Irish fans didn't have to wait too long to see their athletes on display as Ireland were one of the first countries to walk out during the opening ceremony. Boxers Kellie Harrington and Brendan Irvine ...
Ireland make respectful gesture during Parade of Nations at Olympic opening ceremony
GALWAY are getting a second chance to get things right against what is a downbeat Waterford team. By Liam Cahill’s own admission after their defeat to Clare in the Munster quarter-final, the Déise ...
Galway must make the most of their second chance and beat Waterford to put All Ireland campaign back on track
O’Donovan and McCarthy put down a marker but there was disappointment for medal hopeful Jack Woolley in the Taekwondo 58kg category.
Olympic Breakfast: joy and despair as Irish medal contenders get going
The news that Phoebe Philo is to return to fashion and have her own eponymous independent clothing and accessories line was enough to make grown women cry with joy. Heaven knows, her fashion groupies ...
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Style Notes: the return of Phoebe Philo, five new Irish brands to watch and how to do summer chic
Oozes class but can miss a tackle and make his share of mistakes. Lovely to watch but an occasional liability Rating — 514 Cheslin Kolbe ...
South Africa v British & Irish Lions: How the two sides rate
Gold medal favourites Paul O’Donovan and Fintan McCarthy oozed class today on the Sea Forest Waterway when they cruised into Tuesday‘s semi-final of the lightweight double sculls at the Tokyo Olympics ...
Paul O’Donovan and Fintan McCarthy make perfect start on the water in mixed day for Irish rowers
Irish rowers Paul O’Donovan and Fintan McCarthy have made a perfect start by storming through their first heat in Tokyo. The duo delivered an excellent performance in the Lightweight men’s doubles ...
Irish gold medal hopefuls O’Donovan and McCarthy make perfect start in Tokyo
He said rivers, lakes and reservoirs had "hidden obstacles" that can trap. "They can be potentially dangerous in the fact that they can be rather deep - fresh water is normally colder than sea water," ...
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